Placing Human Animations into 3D Scenes by Learning Interaction- and Geometry-Driven Keyframes
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Figure 1: Our goal is to place animations, a 3D sequence of human motion, into a 3D scene while maintaining any interactions with the scene the animation contains. First, we select “keyframes,” the most important meshes in the animation for modeling interactions with the scene. In the animation, the leftmost mesh where the human is sitting would be a keyframe. We then use the keyframes to find a placement in the scene that best matches the interactions in the animation (green circles, right).

Abstract

We present a novel method for placing a 3D human animation into a 3D scene while maintaining any human-scene interactions in the animation. We use the notion of computing the most important meshes in the animation for the interaction with the scene, which we call “keyframes.” These keyframes allow us to better optimize the placement of the animation into the scene such that interactions in the animations (standing, laying, sitting, etc.) match the affordances of the scene (e.g., standing on the floor or laying in a bed). We compare our method, which we call PAAK, with prior approaches, including POSA, PROX ground truth, and a motion synthesis method, and highlight the benefits of our method with a perceptual study. Human raters preferred our PAAK method over the PROX ground truth data 64.6% of the time. Additionally, in direct comparisons, the raters preferred PAAK over competing methods including 61.5% compared to POSA. Our project website is available at https://gamma.umd.edu/paak/.

1. Introduction

Throughout daily life, humans interact with their environment by making contact with objects and avoiding collisions with obstacles. Imagine you are sitting at your desk. Your arms may be resting on the desk. When you stand up to leave, you set your hands on the chair and desk as you walk around them. To leave the room you grab a doorknob to open the door. Interactions like these define how humans move throughout their environment. In this paper, our goal is to utilize these interactions to place animations into a scene in the most natural way.

Applications in synthetic data generation, virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR)[13], game design [30] and human-robot interaction [27] need to consider interactions between humans and the environment while placing 3D human animations into 3D scenes. For example, an AR designer may want to populate a living room environment with people sitting on chairs or couches, navigating the space, and having a conversation in the corner. Current methods
are based on animators using modeling or animation tools to generate such sequences, but this can be very time consuming and it requires animators with considerable experience using these tools.

Prior work on human-scene interaction, or scene affordances, attempts to place 3D human models into 3D scene scans such that the placement matches real human behavior. Some methods focus on placing existing static human models into the scene [20, 19, 14, 13] while others attempt to generate a suitable static human model [60, 59, 12]. However, many of these methods typically do not generalize well to new scenes and none work with 3D human animations. A recent method, POSA [13], utilizes a cVAE [44] to encode contact probabilities and semantic labels onto the vertices of a human model which can then be used to place it in the scene convincingly. This approach enables the generalization of the human models to any possible scene. POSA, and most other human-scene interaction methods, exclusively work with static, single-pose humans, not animations as we are interested in with our work.

1.1. Main Contributions

We propose a novel method to place an existing 3D human animation into any arbitrary, static, 3D scene with natural-looking interactions. We can use any human animations that are, or can be represented as, a time-series of SMPL-X [36] 3D human meshes and no assumptions are made about the scene itself. The scene can contain any arbitrary number of objects of varying shapes and at any location. Both the 3D animation and scene are inputs to our method which outputs the location and orientation of the most natural placement of the animation in the scene. The contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. We present a deep learning-based selection method to find “keyframes,” frames in the animation most important for modeling a relevant scene interaction. Our method utilizes a deep model to determine potentially important frames from the animation’s estimated interactions and geometry. Inspired by techniques from active learning literature we then calculate a diversity score for each mesh in the animation. Using the output of our deep model and the diversity score, we weight meshes in the animation such that the highest weight is attributed to meshes that maximize diversity and contain interactions with the scene important for a natural placement. We call the frames or meshes in the animation with the highest weight “keyframes.”

2. We present an algorithm that utilizes the keyframes alongside a 3D scene’s semantic information and affordances to optimize the placement of the animation into the scene. Our algorithm searches for target animation placements, optimizing the animations’ position and orientation while maximizing the match between the estimated animation interactions and the scene geometry and semantics. We call our complete method PAAK, for “Placement of Animations with Active Keyframes”.

3. We qualitatively show natural and physically plausible human placement results. Through a perceptual study, we show that human raters prefer our method over PROX ground truth [12] and rate it as more realistic than an extension of POSA to the time dimension (61.5% vs. 38.5%), a generative method [52] (76.9% vs 23.1%), and a purely geometric keyframe extraction method (52.3% vs 47.7%).

2. Related Work

Human Models. Most existing work utilizes body skeletons [16, 43] to model 3D humans. However, the surface of the body is important for rendering an actual human or modeling interactions with the environment or objects. Learned parametric 3D body models have addressed this need [2, 18, 29, 36, 35]. In this work, we utilize SMPL-X [36], an extension of [29] that models face and hand articulation in addition to the rest of the body.

Motion Synthesis. Motion synthesis is a longstanding problem in computer vision and computer graphics [23, 37, 49, 11, 45, 28, 56, 15, 40, 52, 51]. Much of the early work on motion synthesis focused on synthesizing intermediate states between two given frames [49, 11, 55]. However, these methods are not able to handle large translational position changes effectively. Xu et al. [56] and Holden et al. [15] utilized data-driven deep models for motion synthesis, showing better generalization than the geometric methods of the past. While many of these methods can create convincing 3D human motion, none of them address interactions between humans and scenes.

Some motion synthesis methods do consider both motion and the environment [45, 28, 5, 54]. However, these methods use a greatly simplified scenario with predefined objects and primitive motion. Our work is closest to [52] which accounts for an arbitrary 3D scene when synthesizing motion. The motions [52] and other motion synthesis methods produce falls short of the realism of animations created through motion-capture. Our method does not synthesize its own motion and instead leverages motion capture data for the most realistic animation-scene pairing possible.

Video Synthesis. Our work is also related to the synthesis of full videos containing human actions. The advent of generative adversarial networks (GANS) [7] and neural radiance fields (NeRF) [31] have contributed to a growing body of work attempting to generate videos of humans completing actions in arbitrary scenes. Niemeyer et al. [32] proposed a fully generative method which creates a full 3D
scene with an arbitrary number of objects before rendering the scene into a 3D image. [38, 34, 58, 47] worked towards extending NeRF to articulated objects like humans.

[57, 9, 61, 24, 4, 33] extend these works towards full videos with human actions. Most closely related to our work is [33], which similarly takes a human action and attempts to place it on a synthetic, usually sparse background. Our approach addresses the shortcomings of [33], especially the lack of natural-looking interactions between the animation and background and the lack of detail in the background.

**Active Learning.** Active learning aims to annotate a small subset of a dataset to address a lack of sufficient labeled data. To do so, it computes the relevance of each sample based on a variety of parameters such as uncertainty/entropy, diversity [3], and a careful trade-off of uncertainty and diversity [39]. Its applications include object detection [41], domain adaptation [46, 22] and video tracking [50]. In this paper, we aim to assign weights to frames in accordance with their relevance to potential human-scene interactions. For this, our algorithm computes the relevance of each frame by using a heuristic that is inspired by BADGE [3].

**Human-Scene Interaction.** The main focus of our work is human-scene interaction (HSI), or scene affordance. Early work in HSI was purely geometric with Gleicher [6] using contact constraints for motion retargeting and Kim et al. [20] automating the generation of 3D skeletons into a 3D environment. Subsequent geometric works continued to exploit the importance of contact and began to account for the forces present in the environment [19, 25, 8]. Gupta et al. [10] estimated the human poses “afforded” by the scene by predicting a 3D scene occupancy grid and computing the support and penetration of a 3D skeleton inside it. A subset of this research began to focus on dynamic interactions, or animations [1, 14].

More recently, data-driven approaches have begun to dominate [48, 17, 42, 60, 13, 26]. Jiang et al. [17] and Koppula et al. [21] learn to estimate human poses and object affordances from an RGB-D 3D scene. Wang et al. [53] learns to utilize the scene affordances to optimize pose estimation. Closest to our method, PSI [60], PLACE [59], and POSA [13] populate scenes with SMPL-X [36] human meshes. POSA [13] is unique in its human-centric approach and utilization of dense body-to-scene contact. Specifically, in POSA, Hassan et al. uses a cVAE to learn contact probabilities and a corresponding semantic label for every vertex on a SMPL-X human mesh before using this information to find the best affordance for that mesh in a given 3D scene. In our method, we leverage POSA’s model and utilize the contact and semantic information it provides. The key difference between our method and POSA is our use of an animation instead of a singular human mesh, creating additional challenges addressed by our keyframe methods.

### 3. Placement of Human Animations into 3D Scenes

In this work, we consider the following problem statement: *Given a 3D human animation and a 3D scene, find the most natural-looking and physically plausible placement in the scene.* Specifically, our goal is to take a given animation and place it into a scene mesh such that any interactions in the animation (i.e. sitting in a chair, laying on a bed, or touching an object) match the affordances of the scene. The crux of our work is the idea that some frames in
an animation are more important than others when optimizing the placement of an animation into a scene in the most natural way. Intuitively, you can imagine an animation with many static frames before a motion begins. When placing this animation into the scene treating all frames equally, the static frames will outweigh the moving ones in an optimizer as there are many more of them. In contrast, our method will find the moving frames and emphasize them to the optimizer, resulting in a more natural looking placement in the scene.

We present an overview of our method in Figure 2. A list of symbols frequently used in this work is shown in Table 1. Rarely used symbols are defined where they are used. Note that notation relating to a time-series beginning with an uppercase letter denotes the full time-series while a lowercase letter denotes an individual frame in the time-series. We begin with a set of 3D human animations and a set of 3D scene meshes. Each 3D human animation, \( V_b \) consists of a time series of human meshes, \( v_b \), and skeletons represented by the SMPL-X[36] body model. We first estimate likely human-scene interactions given the poses of the human meshes in the animation. We then use a deep model to extract geometrically and semantically important keyframes before employing modified active learning techniques that leverage the deep model to extract a diversity score for each frame. The model output and diversity score are then combined to create “Active Keyframes,” \( k \), frames in the animation that maximize diversity and represent important interactions with the scene (shown as the green meshes in Figure 2). Using our keyframe estimation we weigh the frames in the animation by their importance and use an optimizer to place the 3D human animation into the scene in the most natural way. This process results in a animation-scene pairing where interactions in the animation itself are matched with the geometry and semantics of the scene.

We chose an optimization method instead of end-to-end deep learning because it will always find the ideal placement in the scene given the information we supply. In contrast, a deep model would learn to generalize over all animations and scenes, not necessarily finding the ideal placement for any of them. Our optimization method allows for the combination of our keyframe weights and individual meshes in the animation to prioritize interactions key to realism.

### 3.1. Human-Scene Interaction Estimation

To place an animation into the scene in a way that preserves any interactions present in the animation, it is essential to first determine what those interactions are. To encode the estimated relationship with a scene into the animation, we directly implement the POSA [13] model and feed in each frame of the animation individually to extract semantic and contact labels. POSA uses a conditional variational autoencoder (cVAE), \( f \), to generate an egocentric feature map from each SMPL-X human mesh vertices in the animation. For example, when the mesh is of a person sitting in a chair, a vertex on a person’s back should have a high contact probability and activate the chair semantic label, while a shin vertex would have a very low contact probability. POSA can be represented as the function \( f \) in Equation 1:

\[
f : (v_b) \rightarrow [f_c, f_s]
\]

### 3.2. Geometric Keyframes

We present a novel geometric algorithm for placing a 3D animation into a scene such that interactions match the affordances of the scene given a 3D human animation, its likely interactions, and the scene. Optimizing the placement of the animation into the scene while weighting all the frames in the animation equally will miss important cues only present for a few of the frames. Weighting the frames higher if there is a likely interaction makes it much harder for the placement optimization process to miss key interactions. Semantic, contact, and geometric information of a frame relative to the animation itself are strong indicators of whether a given frame is essential for matching interactions in the animation with the affordances of the scene.

Our geometric keyframe weighting formula, \( K_g \), Equation 2, consists of a weighted combination of semantic weights and motion weights. Equation 3 and Equation 4 show how the semantic term and motion term are calculated, respectively. Semantic weights are calculated for each mesh in the animation individually, where each individual weight sums the number of vertices in the mesh that are activated by the dominant semantic class in the animation, defined by the mode of the animation’s semantic labels\(^1\), \( Mo(F_s) \).

\(^1\)excluding the floor class as it would almost always dominate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( V_b )</td>
<td>A 3D human animation, consisting of a time series of 3D human meshes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v_b )</td>
<td>A single 3D human mesh, an individual frame from ( V_b )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_c, f_s )</td>
<td>Contact labels and Semantic labels, attributed to each vertex in a mesh, ( v_b )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_g, K_a )</td>
<td>Geometric and Active Keyframe weights respectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W_s, W_m, W_d )</td>
<td>Semantic, motion, and diversity weights for an animation respectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E )</td>
<td>The objective function utilized when optimizing the animations placement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: List of symbols used and their definitions.
The motion weight uses the skeleton from the SMPL-X model and models lateral motion by taking the Euclidean distance from the pelvis at a frame, \( p_i \), to the pelvis in the next frame, \( p_{i+1} \). This provides a higher weight to frames with a quick motion than those where the human is static.

\[
K_g = \lambda_s \ast \frac{W_s}{\max(W_s)} + \lambda_m \ast \frac{W_m}{\max(W_m)} \tag{2}
\]

\[
w_s = \sum_{i=0}^{|v_i|} [f_{s,i} = M_o(F_s)] \tag{3}
\]

\[
W_m = ||p_i - p_{i+1}|| \tag{4}
\]

The \( \lambda_s \) and \( \lambda_m \) weighting factors are set through experimentation to achieve the best balance of semantic and motion weighting in the total keyframe weight.

Our Geometric Keyframes method can be thought of as prioritizing the meshes in the animation where an interaction with the scene is taking place or there is a large motion happening. For example, in an animation with a sitting action, the few frames where the human is sitting will be prioritized such that when placed into the scene, the human will be in a seat when sitting. Additionally, the motion weighting helps mitigate situations where large motions may cause the human to collide with obstacles in the environment when many static frames may otherwise dictate the placement. In practice, this leads to more natural-looking placements throughout the scene than with the semantic term alone.

### 3.3. Active Keyframes

While our Geometric Keyframes method is effective at picking out important semantic cues and quick motions, we want to further improve it by increasing the diversity of the highly weighted frames and finding all important interactions. The increase in diversity will find frames ignored by our geometric formulation that may still be of relative importance when placing the animations into the scene. Our approach is motivated by active learning methods because while these try to find new pieces of an unlabeled dataset that would maximize diversity if annotated, we are looking for frames in an animation that would maximize the diversity of the high-weighted frames.

In our active keyframe method, \( K_a \), Equation 5, we begin with a deep fully-connected model. Our model can be thought of as a function, \( g \), mapping from the animation vertices, contact labels, and semantic labels, to the geometric keyframe weights from Equation 2. The architecture of our model is shown in Figure 3. The primary benefit of this architecture is the ability to both connect through each mesh individually and across the animation. Another benefit of our model over our geometric equations is its generalization to multiple prominent interactions without forcing a set number of interactions to track. Utilizing a deep model also allows us to employ utilize techniques from active learning literature to compute a diversity score. Specifically, we use BADGE [3] which uses the gradient of the model itself to
determine a subset of the animation meshes that will maximize diversity.

\[ K_a = \lambda_g * \hat{K}_g + \lambda_b * W_d \]  
\[ g : (V_b, F_c, F_s) \rightarrow \hat{K}_g \]

To calculate the diversity score, BADGE divides samples into batches using kNN clustering on the gradient score. Samples are selected using both the magnitude of the gradient as well as the distance from previously selected samples. Since our goal is to obtain gradient-based diversity scores for each mesh rather than selecting samples for annotation, we run BADGE over all meshes/frames of a video by setting the number of annotation frames to be equal to the number of frames. BADGE returns the gradient diversity score \( w_d \) for each mesh in the animation.

### 3.4. Scene Placement with Keyframes

Now that we have a keyframe weighting for the animation, we place the animation into the 3D scene such that it makes sense in the context of the scene, completing our PAAK method. Our approach takes the 3D scene mesh, the animation, and our keyframe weights and uses them to optimize an objective function, \( E \). Optimizing \( E \) finds the body translation in the scene, \( \tau \), and the global body orientation, \( \theta \), that minimize the sum of an affordance loss, \( \mathcal{L}_{afford} \), and a penetration loss, \( \mathcal{L}_{pen} \), calculated for each frame weighted by our keyframe weights, \( k_g \) or \( k_a \).

\[ E(\tau, \theta) = \sum_{i=0}^{k} k_i * [\mathcal{L}_{afford,i} + \mathcal{L}_{pen,i}] \]  

Both \( \mathcal{L}_{afford} \) and \( \mathcal{L}_{pen} \) are adapted from [13]. \( \mathcal{L}_{afford} \) is minimized when the distance to the scene is small for vertices with a high probability of contact, \( f_c \), and when the semantic label, \( f_s \), matches the semantics of the object it is touching in the scene. \( \mathcal{L}_{pen} \) heavily punishes a placement that results in a mesh penetrating the scene. By weighting these values with our keyframe weights, we make sure that the minimum value of \( E \) is found by maximizing correct affordances and minimizing penetration at the Keyframes. Without our keyframe weighting, the objective function becomes saturated across the meshes in the animation, not placing the animation such that it matches the scene context adequately. Optimizing \( E \) without our keyframe weighting is a baseline we use in our experiments.

### 4. Experiments

#### 4.1. Dataset and Baselines

For all of our experiments, we utilized the PROX dataset [12], which contains animations of humans moving through 12 different scenes. The PROX ground-truth (GT) SMPL-X [36] parameters are generated by a fitting algorithm, introducing some noise into the animations. From PROX, we sample 10k animations from 8 of the 12 available scenes. For evaluation, we randomly sample animations from our PROX subset and place them into one of the four remaining scenes. These results are then shown to human raters in comparison with PROX GT or another method, and these raters then pick the more realistic of two videos. Both videos are from the same scene.

We compare our method with POSA and a motion synthesis method as baselines. Additionally, we ablate our Active Keyframes method with our Geometric Keyframes method. The baselines are outlined in further detail below.

**POSA-T.** Hassan et al. [13] propose a method that places a single human body into a scene given its affordances. As this approach does not consider a full animation we sum the loss over all the meshes in the animation and provide that to the optimizer. We call this baseline POSA-T for our addition of the time dimension.

**Motion Synthesis.** Wang et al. [52] propose a motion synthesis method that accounts for the affordances of the scene in its motion creation. We did not alter their approach and used it as designed with the same four scenes it set aside for testing. We call this baseline Motion Synthesis.

**Geometric Keyframes.** Our Geometric Keyframes method is an ablative baseline that does not include our model nor our active keyframe implementation. It extracts the keyframe weights purely from semantic and geometric information, as described in Equations 2-4. We call this baseline Geometric Keyframes.

#### 4.2. Evaluation

A qualitative comparison of PAAK alongside the POSA-T and Geometric Keyframes baselines can be found in Figure 5. Qualitatively, we found that PAAK calculated improved placements over the baselines, with POSA-T especially prone to producing a placement that was not valid in the scene context, like having the human sit in mid-air.

**Comparison to PROX ground truth.** Following the protocols of Hassan et al. [13] and Zhang et al. [59], we compare our results to randomly selected examples from PROX ground truth. We utilize 4 real 3D scenes from the PROX test dataset, namely MPH16, MPH1Library, N0SittingBooth, and N3OpenArea. We then take 80 2-second animations from the PROX training dataset (not from the 4 scenes listed) for placement into the test scenes with each of our methods. The placement process for every method begins with a grid of potential placement locations and orientations on the scene, with each placement testing rotations every 30 degrees. We then filter these initial placements to 10 promising prospects based on \( E \) and continue to optimize them until each reaches its optimum translation and rotation. For each of these 10 prospects, the location
**Figure 5:** Comparisons on placing the same animation into the same scene across the POSA-T, Geometric Keyframes, and Active Keyframes Methods. Note that two angles of each placement are provided. For Placement 1, only the Active Keyframes method placed the animation on the bed (green circle), allowing for a more reclined seating position that results in standing more upright at the end of the animation. For Placement 2, a jumping action is taking place. Only the Active Keyframes method was able to position the animation such that the hands were not in collision with the back wall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Placement</th>
<th>PROX GT ↓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POSA-T</td>
<td>44.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geom. Keyframes</td>
<td>52.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAAK</td>
<td>64.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparison to PROX [12] ground truth. Subjects are shown pairs of an action placed into a 3D scene and PROX ground truth (GT) and must choose the most realistic one. A higher percentage indicates the scene subjects deemed more realistic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>PAAK ↑</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POSA-T</td>
<td>38.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Synthesis</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geom. Keyframes</td>
<td>47.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: PAAK compared to POSA-T, Motion Synthesis [52], and our Geometric Keyframes ablation. The comparison procedure is the same as for Table 2.

with the lowest total loss is selected as the final placement location. We render each animation scene pair into videos from four different angles so subjects can get a sense of the relationships between the animation and the scene. Using a web-based user study with 18 subjects, each being shown a subset of the image scene pairs we produced, we collect 540 unique ratings. The results are shown in Table 2. The Geometric Keyframes ablation is almost indistinguishable from the PROX GT, while POSA-T falls short. However, the human raters preferred PAAK over PROX GT. We believe this is due to scene penetrations in the PROX dataset when humans are sitting. This is caused by deformations in real life not captured in the scene.

**Comparison to baselines.** To compare the baselines directly, we follow the same protocol as above, but replace the PROX ground truth with a competing method. In addition to comparing against POSA-T and the Geometric Keyframes ablative baseline, we also directly compare against Motion Synthesis. The results are shown in Table 3. Again, we find that the human raters preferred PAAK, finding it more realistic than the other methods. PAAK significantly outperforms the Motion Synthesis baseline. This makes sense as the Motion Synthesis method is solving a slightly different task, generating natural-looking motion, while our method utilizes real-world data. This shows the need for a method like ours that uses motion captured animations.

PAAK placements are also perceived by the human raters as more natural-looking than the POSA-T method. This makes sense as the POSA-T method will weigh all the individual meshes equally when placing the animation into the scene, making it more difficult for the optimizer to find a placement that maximizes the realism of the motion, like landing on a surface when sitting or touching an object when reaching. PAAK also outperforms our Geomet-
Figure 6: An example of a Keyframe-based placement leaving feet off the floor to place the buttocks correctly on the seat.

We introduce “keyframes,” the frames in an animation most important for the interactions with the scene, and use these keyframes to place the animation into a scene. Human raters preferred PAAK animation placements over real-world PROX [12] ground truth data, and over existing methods.

5. Conclusions, Limitations, and Future Work

In this paper, we propose PAAK, a novel method for placing a 3D human animation into a 3D scene with accurately modeled human-scene interactions. We introduce “keyframes,” the frames in an animation most important for the interactions with the scene, and use these keyframes to place the animation into a scene. Human raters preferred PAAK animation placements over real-world PROX [12] ground truth data, and over existing methods.

Limitations and Future Work. Note that PAAK does not always create natural placements. There are still cases where people sit in strange places or walk where they typically would not. Our optimization method can miss good placements as it relies on a grid of initial placements before optimizing the best ones. For example, initial placements with heavily penalized penetrations could become the best available with further optimization. We limited this for time but more compute could enable improved placements. The ability to rate the quality of a placement would be valuable for end users. For example, if an animator has a bank of 100 animations, how can they pick the top 5 to populate the scene? PAAK can be extended to model human-human interactions when placing multiple animations into a scene by adding a term to the semantic keyframe extraction. Finally, altering the animation itself could be a valuable extension that allows for more natural-looking interactions with the scene and better performance in the physical plausibility metrics.
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